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new algorithms and measurement system. The electrochemical reported values, 
acid-base balance, oxidative stress and the concentration of the ions in the main 
body uids, are used to assess the Biological Terrain that affects the cells vitality, 
their metabolisms and communication through chemical signals and electroma-
gnetic elds, which are the starting point for individual wellness and great impor-
tance for diseases prevention or, for a faster solution, giving the professional a fur-
ther efficient and objective approach in the choice and evaluation of the efficien-
cy of the recommended treatment.

After more than 20 years of studies and 
analyzes carried out with the most 
modern technologies, the ATC 330 is a 
radical evolution of Vincent’s Bioelectro-
nics. Its purpose is to provide quality as-
sessment of the extracellular matrix, the 
space in which cells are immersed and 
live in, with a totally new formulation, 

The analysis purpose
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LOUIS-CLAUDE VINCENT
Born in Puy (Haute Loire) in January 1906, he graduated in Engineering at High 
school of public works.
In 1926 he acquired the specialization in  hydrology and public hygiene..
in 1936 he noted that “the mortality rate for each kind of disease is directly linked 
to the quality of water distributed to the population”.
InIn 1952 he spent 12 months in Lebanon and quickly attained many achievements 
in different villages in the grip of epidemics. Following this success, the President 
of the Medical Association let Vincent carry out some bioelectronic measure-
ments on the blood of more than 2000 people in different hospitals.
After more than 60.000 measurements carried out in France and Germany, exten-
ding the principle of measure to the saliva and urine, in 1972 Vincent gave a new 
global approach to the measurement of the biological Terrain, with high scienti-
c precision, laying the foundations of the oxidation mechanisms and acid-base 
equilibrium still used today in preventive medicine.

GIOVANNI RIGHETTI
He was born in Rome in 1937 and he is an electro technician expert, involved for 
years in management and special operations on IBM computers used for non-
commercial scientic research in Italy, Germany and Sweden. He has been dea-
ling with the developments of Vincent’s Bioelectronics for over 30 years. He revi-
sed the whole studies of the same Vincent, improving and resolving many issues 
unresolved for many years. In close relationship with German physicians and 
technicians, and with the collaboration of French medical oncologist Ph. Lagarde, 
he has personally performed more than 6000 measurements in healthy subjects 
and patients. Giovanni Righetti rewrote over the years some algorithms for ATC 
330 Bioelectronic. He knows in detail the effects caused by electrical impulses, 
environment, diet and emotions on biological environment and on human cells. 
His contribution has been fundamental for the evolution of scientic and techni-
cal aspects that have led to the creation of the ATC 330 device.   

MATTIA ZAMBETTI
Born in Milan in 1982, structural engineer with special knowledge in structural dy-
namics, graduated in Naturopathy at College of Naturopathic Medicine and 
member of the BCMA (British Complementary Medicine Association), for over 10 
years  he has been dealing with the effects that external pulses, electromagnetic 
or not, have on human beings. He personally developed the software for the data 
analysis interpretation of Bioelectronic ATC 330, and coordinated CLR Italia s.r.l. in 
all executive details of the hardware development.  

DEVELOPMENTS AND REFERENCES

According to Ohm's laws, each liquid possesses a certain energetic quantity, ex-
pressed in microWatt, starting with the values of tension and resistance, scienti-
cally measurable.
                                                                                      
From the total microWatt of a solution, the aim of ATC 330 analysis is to determi-
ne the quota of vital energy, from a strictly scientic point of view, that is to say 
that quota which can effectively provide useful energy to the human cells. 

Through ATC 330 Bioelectronics exams, it is possible to evaluate the vital energy 
of a food and its resonance with the human body to orient itself to a diet that 
suits the demands of the body.

The new AEV300 software can provi-
de, for each substance analyzed:

- the percentage of Vital Energy
- the percentage of Entropic Energy
- the Resonance Index
- other important energy indices

The higher the Vital Energy, the grea-
ter the good supply of energy to the 
cells of the body. Energetic Index

Resonance Index

MEASUREMENTS ON WATER AND FOOD



In agriculture it is well known that the type of terrain determines the quality 
of the harvest. 

In the same way, all of our cells are immersed in a “Terrain”, known as the ex-
tracellular matrix, made up of proteins and collagen gel water. As the vessels 
and nerves do not penetrate cells membrane, the supply of nutrients and the 
drainage of toxins are operated by the connective tissue, which in addition to 
performing structural functions, plays a key role on the vital functions of cells. 

If we compare the extracellular matrix with water, and our cells with shes 
swimming in it, we can guess that the more the water is clean and clear, the 
better cellular metabolisms, body vitality and life quality are.

THE ANALYSIS OF “CELLULAR TERRAIN”

All graphs and parameters of ATC330 Bioelectronics have been revised and 
corrected at the light of the most recent discoveries and technological impro-
vements, developed after hundreds of measurements performed on healthy 
and sick persons.

It results in new algorithms formulation extensively tested and veried, used 
to provide good cells harmony evaluation, based on the hydrogen-oxygen 
ratios, as well as numerous energy and entropy indicators about human cel-
lular Terrain, that characterize the predisposition to imbalances and cellular 
homeostasis loss.

NEW GRAPHICS AND PARAMETERS

ATC 330 is the key element of the new Bioelectronics measurement system. 

It is the integrated system able to provide at the same time the reading 
values of pH, Redox and Resistivity, using limited amounts of liquids, allowing 
rapid and clean analysis, proving the extreme versatility and practicality of 
the device. 

TheThe extreme sensors reliability and accuracy, the automatic emptying 
system, the new thermostated cell at 37°C and the technology employed, 
ensure a very low error level in all parameters measurements. 

WithWith a totally new formulation, new algorithms and measurement system, 
the ATC330 device is equipped with a new software for automatic analysis 
and an easy interpretation of the data providing a complete layout of the Cel-
lular Terrain and highlighting potential unbalances which may compromise 
the individual’s health.

THE NEW MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
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